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Subject: 13 PT-19 - New Fuselage Bulkhead Patterns

My Medtronic’s three-lead Biventricular Pacemaker-Defibrillator implant procedure was performed in the new Heart and
Cardiovascular Center at Arlington Memorial Hospital on Monday morning. Dr. Nesbitt started the procedure at 8:00 a.m. He
talked me through the procedure as I was conscious all of the time. The procedure was completed without complication and I
was in recover by 10:30 a.m. A Medtronic’s technician rechecked unit Tuesday morning after which Dr. Nesbitt signed my
release order. My wife Sue brought me home Tuesday morning around 11:30 a.m. I slept most of Tuesday afternoon and evening,
but I am more alert today. I am still pretty sore around the implant site and will be for several days.
Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer
August 2, 2012

As you may recall, I have completed the framing of the PT-19’s two wing panels, horizontal and vertical tails, and the fuselage
frame structure as shown below while my friend Alfredo Herbon has been busily developing the new patterns on his AutoCad
2000 program for the fuselage bulkheads (or formers). This requires a lot of input data and is no small undertaking!

In Report No. 4, I discussed the kit’s bulkhead design problem as follows: The five-piece bulkhead assembly that make up the No. 3 bulkhead is
shown on the kit plan on the right below. Notice that the EasyBuilt kit has the 1/16” X 3/32” stringers glued to the outside edge of the
bulkhead with tissue magically curving around in the outer edges of the stringers, which of course it will never do! Each of bulkhead pieces need
to be extended out another 3/32” to the tissue line shown and notched to receive the stringers like is shown below on the left. This means all
new patterns for all of the bulkhead pieces must be redrawn.
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Well this morning I received the e-mail from Alfredo with all ten of the new fuselage bulkhead patterns in a JPEG file format
that I could print out directly. The drawing below shows just the bulkhead outlines and stringer notches in a composite view.

This drawing shows each of the ten fuselage bulkhead segmented patterns Alfredo did individually located around the fuselage’s
3/32” structural frame. Alfredo does some of the most detailed accurate drawings with his AutoCad 2000 program that has
saved me literally hours of work. Thank you for all your support work Alfredo.
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After I have had a chance to recover for a couple of more days, I will cut out these individual patterns and start making the
fuselage bulkhead parts……………………..Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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